
Your DAEWOO refrigerator offers you a kitchen where design and quality always go hand in hand.  

So you will never again have to sacrifice design for quality. While specializing in refrigerators for the past 40 years, we 

have devoted ourselves to presenting top-notch products by combining the most sophisticated technology with the 

trendiest designs. So go ahead and be amazed at the marvellous change that our refrigerator can bring to your kitchen. 

  

 

Freshness  

 Magic Cool Zone: Having an independent cooling fan and precise temperature control sensor, Magic Cool Zone 

helps preserve a wide range of foodstuff in the most desired temperature conditions for a long time.  

 Perfect No Frost: In pursuit of Perfect No Frost system for decades, Daewoo Electronics presents refrigerator, 

convenient to use, no need to scrape frost in the freezer and 5 times more powerful freezing capacity than 

other systems.  

 Digital Smart Control: Daewoo Electronics' SBS refrigerator senses inside temperature changes when warm 

foodstuff is loaded. Temperature changes are transformed into digital information for use in controlling 

cooling cycle and system effectively to keep freshness.  

 Fresh Care Crisper: Crisper with fresh care system helps keep vegetables and fruits in perfect condition and 

store longer than other conventional crispers.  

Convenience  

 Ice & Water Dispenser: Fully automatic ice & water dispenser serves you with the cool refreshing ice anytime 

you want. Choose cold water or crushed / cubed ice by simply pressing the button on the control panel.  

 Spill Proof Shelves: Most shelves in Daewoo Electronics’' SBS refrigerators are made of spill proof glass, 

preventing water leaks from accidental spills, while keeping the shelves clean all the way through.  

 Wine Rack: Variety of wines & champagnes can be stored in a wide, adjustable wine rack.  

More Space  

 Counter Depth Style: 600mm cabinet depth allows to go along with most kitchen furniture and ergonomic 

design offers more space for its size.  

 Big Volume: Feel the exceptionally big and wide space with Daewoo Electronics’ Side-by-Side refrigerator.  

Note: Installation of a water line to the fridge is required by a registered plumber. (Not included in price)  


